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1. Sun. morning 20 Dec. at 5am Iraqi time, (9 pm EST Sat. night 19 Dec.) the Iraqi

DID reset (RV) their Dinar rate to about $15.00 (just under the $16.00 quoted 9.5

years ago by Dr. Shabibi at the US Chamber of Commerce 19 April 2011).

2. The deed was done and that rate was showing on Iraqi citizen Qi-cards as Mr. X and other sources have reported.

3. Mr. X sources were correct in that we in Tier 4B could have started yesterday-to-today 21-22 Dec, if the [D]eep State part

of the CCP government in Beijing had not worked through five key bankers and transferred large amounts of funds to key

[D]eep State accounts illegally...

4. ... over the last 48+ hours.

The Military Intel Contact was sorry for the delay at Christmas time, but it was not the fault of the Department of Defense

White Hats, or POTUS as some claimed. It was squarely the fault of the [D]eep State in China through HSBC Hong Kong...

5. ... and the [D]eep State in the US through Wells Fargo.

There were five key bankers who were caught doing illegal money laundering transactions through the QFS.

They and 22+ bankers in HSBC (working secretly for the Chinese CCP [D]eep State) and 51+ bankers in...

6. ... Wells Fargo (working secretly for the [D]eep State in the USA) were also caught.

All of these [D]eep State serving bankers were arrested, removed and replaced with other “clean” bankers.

The Shotgun Start&Tier 4B start would happen any time over the next48-72hours.

7. The start would not be after Fri. 1 Jan. 2021 as many were claiming, or putting out false information.

Any bond traders and bankers who left their post and went home for the holidays would be left behind and would have to

play catch up after the Shotgun Start.
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8. The start would not be after Fri. 1 Jan. 2021 as many were claiming, or putting out false information.

Any bond traders and bankers who left their post and went home for the holidays would be left behind and would have to

play catch up after the Shotgun Start.

9. The start was still immediately after security audits and updated protocols were completed over the next 24+ hours to

make sure that more CCP [D]eep State bankers and US [D]eep State bankers could not try to pull the same money

laundering illegal stunts again.

10. He emphasized that the Department of Defense, POTUS and the Alliance would not let the [D]eep State half-wits get

any of this RV money.

This [D]eep State stunt by the CCP [D]eep State govt and bankers and their [D]eep State co-conspirators at the US Wells

Fargo was what..

11. ... cost us in Tier 4B the 48 hours.

The arrests and replacements were done as of 1:30 pm EST Tues. 22 Dec.

Bond liquidity payouts (providing liquidity downstream to all tiers 1-4) were allowed to continue as of 4:30pm EST Tues. 22

Dec.

12. The top five Chinese Elders, Grandfather and Chairman XI were all opposed to what these [D]eep State CCP Chinese

communist govt officials and bankers and [D]eep State WF bankers did, because they knew it would stall the RV release

once again.

13. The CCP do not want the GESARA mandated Federal Republic of China replacing the Chinese Communist govt over

the Chinese people.

The western [D]eep State behind the WF bankers in the US do not want NESARA / GESARA Constitutional and financial

freedoms for We The People.

14. In spite of this [B]iden and his team would not be allowed to continue the fraudulent move to try to hand over control of

the RV release to China.

[B]iden and his team also know that they would not be allowed to enter the White House through the fraudulent electoral...

15. ...votes based on the fraudulent vote tabulations for which there was overwhelmingly obvious evidence.

If [B]iden and team did succeed in doing these things they would confiscate & tax up to 70% of your post-RV redemption

proceeds and keep you oppressed under perpetual...

16. ... C19 scamdemic lockdowns with mind-controlling, immune destroying chipped C19 vaccines. The Alliance and 

POTUS don’t want to go there. 

 

The next window of start possibility for Tier 4B and the Shotgun Release was most likely Sat. 26 Dec, or Mon-Tues. 28-29



Dec.

17. The Trump team and DoD White Hats were still pushing like mad to get the RV out & it was not waiting until after the

New Year. start was still immediately after security audits and updated protocols were completed over the next 24+ hours to

make sure that more CCP [D]eep...

18. ... State bankers and US [D]eep State bankers could not try to pull the same money laundering illegal stunts again.

He emphasized that the Department of Defense, POTUS and the Alliance would not let the [D]eep State half-wits get any of

this RV money.

19. This [D]eep State stunt by the CCP [D]eep State govt and bankers and their [D]eep State co-conspirators at the US

Wells Fargo was what cost us in Tier 4B the 48 hours.

The arrests and replacements were done as of 1:30 pm EST Tues. 22 Dec.

20. Bond liquidity payouts (providing liquidity downstream to all tiers 1-4) were allowed to continue as of 4:30pm EST Tues.

22 Dec.

The top five Chinese Elders, Grandfather and Chairman XI were all opposed to what these [D]eep State CCP Chinese

communist govt officials...

21. ... and bankers and [D]eep State WF bankers did, because they knew it would stall the RV release once again.

The CCP do not want the GESARA mandated Federal Republic of China replacing the Chinese Communist govt over the

Chinese people.

The western [D]eep State...

22. ... behind the WF bankers in the US do not want NESARA / GESARA Constitutional and financial freedoms for We The

People.

In spite of this [B]iden and his team would not be allowed to continue the fraudulent move to try to hand over control of the

RV release to China.

23. [B]iden and his team also know that they would not be allowed to enter the White House through the fraudulent electoral

votes based on the fraudulent vote tabulations for which there was overwhelmingly obvious evidence.

If [B]iden and team did succeed in doing these...

24. ... things they would confiscate and tax up to 70% of your post-RV redemption proceeds and keep you oppressed under

perpetual C19 scamdemic lockdowns with mind-controlling, immune destroying chipped C19 vaccines. The Alliance and

POTUS don’t want to go there.



25. The next window of start possibility for Tier 4B and the Shotgun Release was most likely Sat. 26 Dec, or Mon-Tues.

28-29 Dec.

The Trump team and DoD White Hats were still pushing like mad to get the RV out and it was not waiting until after the New

Year.
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